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WE ARE BMC
IN THE BUILDING INDUSTRY,
OUR NAME MEANS
SOMETHING
What you need, when you need it,
exactly how you want it.
It’s more than a motto—it’s our mission. At BMC, we
view our customers as partners in our business. When
we introduce a new product into the market or set a new
standard for safety, we do so with your success in mind
as much as our own. Since our founding in 1986, BMC has
steadily grown into one of the nation’s leading providers
of building materials and construction solutions in the
residential housing market. We couldn’t have done it without
our loyal customers. Today, as a result of BMC and Stock
coming together, we have even more to offer builders with a
presence in 18 states and 45 metros.
We take pride in our growth. But we take even more pride
in what we do each day—provide you with the best possible
products, value, and customer service.

from our showrooms

–—––—–—–—–——–

to your jobsite

BMC products and services
are designed to increase our
customers’ productivity and
support all-around excellence on
the jobsite. No one in the industry
has a portfolio that can match it.

18

States in
45 Metro Areas

111

LBM & Distribution
Locations

53

READY-FRAME®, Truss, &
EWP Manufacturing

49

Millwork Operations

LBM & DISTRIBUTION
SERVICES

TRUSS & EWP
MANUFACTURING

MILLWORK
MANUFACTURING

111 lumber and building
materials distribution locations

53 truss and structures
operations

49 millwork
operations

WHAT BMC CAN DO FOR YOU
Serving you drives our every move.
BMC helps all types of builders—production, custom, remodelers—build easier and build better. In addition to offering you
that legendary BMC “service you can count on,” we are revolutionizing the building industry through products and services
that give you the competitive edge in every market.

READY-FRAME®

ONLINE ACCOUNT ACCESS

BMC DESIGN®

Designed to reduce building time,
labor, and waste, our whole-house,
precision-cut packages allow you to
frame 20 to 30 percent more houses
in the same amount of time as stick
framing. It’s the future of framing
happening right now.

BuildWithBMC.com provides you with
24/7 access to your most critical
information: product pricing and
availability, order placement and
tracking, and account management
and support. No other building
provider offers such a robust
eBusiness platform.

BMC Design offers our top-quality
finish products with elevated
customer service and a homebuyerfriendly purchasing experience. Visit
an award-winning BMC Design Center
to deliver on a customer’s vision,
increase upgrade sales, differentiate
from other builders, and see your
inspirations come to life.

BuildWithBMC.com/Ready-Frame

BuildWithBMC.com

BuildWithBMC.com/Design

WHY SHOULD YOU BUILD WITH BMC?
We do whatever it takes to help you succeed.
WE MAKE BUILDING
EASIER

WE MAKE BUILDING
FASTER

WE MAKE BUILDING
MORE PROFITABLE

WE KEEP BUILDING
FUN

from the first order you
place to the moment it’s
delivered to your jobsite.

with reliable, expert service
and keen knowledge of your
market.

with products and services
that are revolutionizing the
industry.

because we never lose sight
of why we do this—our
passion for construction.

READY-FRAME®

Computerized precision
pre–cut framing packages

TURNKEY
SOLUTIONS

DESIGN
SERVICES

eBUSINESS
PLATFORM

Installation management

Design centers and
showrooms

Logistics, account services,
and eCommerce

OUR SERVICE MATRIX
BMC provides top-quality products and services for your whole-house building needs. To keep your project on track and within
budget, we offer a large number of products and materials delivery service right to your jobsite. Our mission is to deliver what
you need, when you need it, exactly how you want it — from start to finish. Build easier with BMC today.
PRODUCT & INSTALL
SERVICES:

FORT WORTH

GRAND
PRARIE

FRISCO

COPPELL

FARMERS
RANCH

DALLAS
DESIGN

FORT WORTH
DESIGN

DUNCANVILLE

Lumber and Building
Materials
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Components

■
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Interior Trim

■

Doors
Framing

■
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Siding and Exterior Trim

■
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Jobsite Delivery
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▲

Estimating and Design

▲

▲

Framing Hardware
Specialists
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IN-HOUSE
PROFESSIONAL
SERVICES:

▲

▲
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DELIVERED PRODUCTS

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲

▲
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Design Centers/
Showrooms

■■

▲

● ● INSTALLED PRODUCTS

▲

▲

▲ ▲ SERVICE AREA

OUR LOCATIONS
DALLAS DESIGN CENTER

FORT WORTH DESIGN CENTER

COPPELL SHOWROOM

1250 Slocum Street
Suite #738
Dallas, TX 75207
972.764.1895

4455 Camp Bowie Boulevard
Suite #110
Fort Worth, TX 76107
817.737.8877

425 Airline Drive
Suite #100
Coppell, TX 75019
972.304.1234
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PEOPLE COUNT
AT BMC, WE RECOGNIZE THAT
OUR EMPLOYEES ARE OUR MOST
IMPORTANT ASSET AND ARE THE
MAIN REASON FOR OUR SUCCESS!
• Trusted leader in our industry
• Commitment to service, safety, and innovation
• Team-oriented work environment
• Career growth and opportunity
• Strong mission, goals, and values

About BMC

BUILD EASIER
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OUR PRODUCTS
Our mission is to deliver what you
need, when you need it, and how
you want it. This means having top
quality products ready to deliver to
your jobsite and expert sales staff
to guide you through the product
selection process. Let BMC be your
single source for framing products
and complete building materials.

READY-FRAME®
• Less cutting on the job reduces
injury risk
• Wall framing is pre-cut, labeled, and
ready to assemble
• Computerized designs reduce
mistakes and material misuse

I-JOISTS & ENGINEERED LUMBER
• Glued Laminated Timber (Glulams)
• I-Joists and Rimboards
• Laminated Veneer Lumber (LVL)
and Strand Lumber
• Beams and Headers
• Lateral Systems

TRUSSES & WALL PANELS
• Roof Trusses
• Floor Trusses
• Prefabricated Wall Panels
• Design and Estimating Services

LUMBER & WOOD PANEL PRODUCTS
• Framing and Finish Lumber
• Decking and Cedar Boards
• Hardwoods and Pine Boards
• OSB, Particleboard, and Plywood
• All Boards and Bracing

STAIRS & STAIR PARTS
• Attic Stairs
• Handrails
• Newel Posts
• Stair Balusters and Fittings
• Stair Treads and Risers

BUILDING MATERIALS
• Adhesives, Caulks, and Sealants
• Fasteners and General Hardware
• Gypsum
• Moisture Barriers, Flashing,
and Housewrap

FRAMING HARDWARE
• Anchors and Connectors
• Fasteners
• Lateral Systems
• Pneumatic
• Screwdriving

MOULDING & MILLWORK
• Base and Floor Moulding
• Chair Rail and Wall Trim
• Columns and Posts
• Crown and Ceiling Moulding
• Door and Window Moulding

8
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CUSTOM MILLWORK
• Custom Moulding and Siding
• Custom Flooring
• Custom Doors, Windows, Arches,
and Shutters
• Match any detail up to 11” wide

DOORS
• Door Knobs and Hardware
• Exterior and Patio Doors
• Interior and Closet Doors
• Screen and Storm Doors

SIDING & TRIM
• Accessories
• Prefinished
• Fiber Cement
• Hardboard
• Wood Siding

WINDOWS
• Aluminum
• Composite
• Steel
• Wood Clad Vinyl

BIG WINDOWS & DOORS
• Customize Entry Ways to Help You
Acheive the Right Style
• Bi-Folding, Siding, Pocketing, and
Pivot Door Systems Available

DECKING
• Composite Decking
• Wood Decking
• Railing

NEED SOMETHING YOU DON’T SEE HERE?
Just ask! Or visit BuildWithBMC.com. We’re here to provide service you can count on.

BUILD EASIER

BUILD WITH BMC
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OUR SERVICES
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JOBSITE DELIVERY

ESTIMATING & DESIGN

Prompt and professional delivery
using GPS-based tracking technology
will help manage your projects.

We provide accurate estimates with
detailed lists of materials in order
to complete projects within budget,
including complete design services.

FIELD VERIFICATION

BMC DESIGN CENTER

We provide you with the detailed
documentation of project conditions,
to ensure projects are completed
with precision.

Our experts will guide you through
your product selection, building
know-how, and a commitment to the
excellent craftsmanship and service
BMC is known for.

DOOR SHOP

STRUCTURAL SPECIALISTS

BMC delivers interior and exterior
doors from our location straight to
your jobsite.

Our specialist will meet with
builders, remodelers, architects,
and engineers to make sure
projects get done right.

FRAMING HARDWARE
SPECIALISTS

CUSTOM MILLWORK

BMC only works with the best.
Know what you’re buying is
“code approved.”

Our talented crafters can create
or match anything from doors
to mouldings using
state-of-the-art equipment.

READY-FRAME®

SHOWROOM & DESIGN CENTERS

Let technology put you ahead
of schedule and the competition
with computerized pre-cut framing
lumber at BMC.

Our experienced consultant
team will take on any project
no matter the scope and size.

INSPIRATION GALLERY

WILL CALL CUSTOMER PICKUP

Looking for design inspiration,
project ideas or some home-design
eye candy? Find all that and more in
our gallery of designer products and
custom millwork.

Builders can focus on other tasks
while we pull and prepare their
orders for pickup.

DALLAS | F ORT WORTH MARKET

BETTER, FASTER, SAFER,
GREENER, GUARANTEED.

BMC READY-FRAME

DOOR SHOP
Our Door Shop uses the best components in the industry and delivers interior and exterior doors from our location straight
to your jobsite. It features an impressive selection, sure to accommodate all budgets and styles. Doors add much to the
personality of a home. Having a smart source that offers diverse and fast solutions can be a huge asset, making your
projects a success.
BMC has the exceptional capability to offer you barn doors and barn door hardware. A variety of these impressive, durable
barn doors are available with high-performance track systems, appealing hardware and quality-crafted from the finest wood,
tempered glass, and composite materials. We can easily order in-stock products or place a custom order.
Here are just some of the great
brands you’ll find:
• JELD-WEN
• Hager
• ODL
• Endura
• Simpson
• Hoelscher
BMC Doors >

BUILD EASIER
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Multi-Family
Services
HELP YOU BUILD EASIER

For over 20 years, BMC has proudly served
multi-family builders, framers, and developers
in the DFW area providing service you can
count on.
Your priorities drive our every move. From
frame to finish, BMC has the expertise to help
you finish your jobs on schedule every time.
Our national capacity allows us the flexibility
to go where you go, bringing the reliability of
your trusted BMC service and account team
with you.

BMC Multi-Family Services

CUSTOM MILLWORK & RECLAIMED WOOD
Several BMC locations specialize in high-end, custom woodworking for historical renovations, new home construction
and remodeling for builders, architects, and contractors on the East Coast. From intricate mantles and custom built-ins
to extravagant entry systems and windows, our custom millwork locations are uniquely qualified with the knowledge and
craftsmanship to make your designs come to life.
BMC offers distinctive, high-quality and competitively-priced reclaimed wood products. Whether you’re looking for antique
wood flooring, reclaimed timbers and beams, barnwood siding, reclaimed lumber or wood mantels, Trestlewood® has the
options to fit your project’s needs. With rare imperfections and character, every piece of reclaimed wood has a unique
story and a look all of its own. When your job calls for a special wood piece like no other, let BMC help you find that
perfect wood product.
Partnering with BMC gives you
the advantage:
• Experience and knowledge to get the job
done right the first time
• Precise attention to details
• High quality materials and craftsmanship
• Ability to match existing or historical
architectural elements
• Breath-taking, one of a kind
architectural features created to
suit any job and customer
BMC Custom Millwork >
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ENGINEERED WOOD PRODUCTS PROCESSING
By pre-cutting and labeling projects before delivery to a
jobsite with READY-FRAME®, Engineered Wood Products
(EWP) processing saves you time:
• Lowering package cost by optimizing lengths
• Decreasing installation time
• Automating cutting system for more accurate
package production
• Decreasing jobsite waste with precision end trimming
• Capacity for pre-cutting holes for HVAC and plumbing
• Individually labeling pieces for faster assembly and
lower cycle times
BMC Engineered Wood Products Processing >

estimating
services

From framing to expansive decking, to complex structural connection
needs, BMC can provide you with the accurate estimate you require
to complete any project. Our specialists work with you to create and
calculate a detailed list of materials to help you finish the job, no
matter the size. We can also create quantity takeoffs for interior and
exterior doors and finished basements. This will give you a detailed
estimate of materials and labor to complete the project based on
your blueprints or plan’s specifications.

AS A LEADING RESOURCE AMONG CONTRACTORS,
BMC’S TEAM OFFERS ESTIMATING ON A VARIETY
OF MATERIALS.
• Single Family: Lumber, Windows, Doors, Millwork, and Hardware
• Multi-family: Doors, Millwork, and Hardware
• Windows: Vinyl and Wood
• EWP Drawings: I-Joists and Beams
• Trusses and Wall Panels

BMC Estimating Services

BUILD EASIER
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TRUSSES, READY-FRAME® AND ENGINEERED WOOD PRODUCTS

BMC — THE WHOLE-HOUSE FRAMING SOLUTION

THE BMC ADVANTAGE —
ROOF TRUSSES, FLOOR TRUSSES,
READY-FRAME®, AND EWP PRODUCTS

BMC offers the broadest range of lumber products and superior field
support. We’re a single source for building materials and we offer
customized packages shipped straight to your jobsite. BMC is your
#1 source for framing supplies.

• Roof and floor trusses
manufactured in our BMC
market facility

With a team of highly-trained employees, we offer high-volume
production of roof and floor trusses, along with a wide variety of
Engineered Wood Products (EWP). Because of the many services
we offer, we can assist the large-scale home builder, custom builder
or remodeler in all aspects of structural framing, from planning to
completion. Supported by the latest technology, our services can
help you save time, reduce materials, and reduce job waste.

• READY-FRAME®: BMC’s pre-cut
structural framing solution
• Variety of EWP products
• Whole-House Structural
Framing Solutions
• Roof and Floor system designed
to your project specs
• In-house estimating and
design services
• Superior field support and
problem resolution
• Structural and architectural
issues resolved before you
begin your project to minimize
jobsite issues and delays
• Pre-cut mechanical openings
and floor systems

14
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INSPIRATION GALLERY
LOOKING FOR DESIGN
INSPIRATION, PROJECT IDEAS
OR SOME HOME-DESIGN
EYE CANDY?
• Decorative Moulding and Millwork
• Designer Hardware
• Doors
• Stairs
• Windows

Visit the Inspiration Gallery

SPECIALTY BUILDING PRODUCTS
BMC is your one-stop shop for pro framing supplies. We stock thousands of products from leading industry brands including
framing hardware, collated nails, tools, and carpentry supplies to meet your local needs. Builders, sub-contractors, and
remodelers can count on our reliable service to get what they need, when they need it, and exactly how they want it.

PRO SUPPLIES FOR THE
PROFESSIONAL BUILDER:
• Framing Hardware
• Collated Gun Nails
• Adhesive/Sealants & Caulks
• Carpenter Supplies
• Air/Electric & Cordless Tools
• Window Flashings
• Collated Subfloor Screws
• Safety Supplies

BUILD EASIER

BUILD WITH BMC
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WHOLE-HOUSE SOLUTIONS
From frame to finish, BMC has the products you need to complete your next home building or remodel project. We offer
the best brands from the best manufacturers, for your whole project. Our sales experts will work with you to select the
right products for your needs.

Trim Material

Framing &
Trusses
Sheathing

Windows
Interior doors
& Hardware
Lumber
Columns

Cabinets &
Countertops

Drywall

Siding

Stairs

Exterior
Door Systems
Decking

Insulation

Carpet & Floor Coverings

• Lumber

• Insulation

• Windows

• Engineered Wood
Products

• Drywall

• Finish Hardware

• Hand Tools and
Power Tools

• Decking

• Mouldings and Trim

• Boards

• Plywood/OSB

• Siding

• Stair Parts

• Fasteners

• Sheathing

• Interior and
Exterior Doors

• Gypsum Products

• Columns

• Connectors
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Dream big. When your inspiration meets our
specialists, beautiful things happen. Our experts
will guide you through your product selection
with trained eyes, building know-how, and a
commitment to the excellent craftsmanship
and service BMC is known for.
Design Expertise:
• Decorative Moulding
and Millwork

• Doors

• Designer Hardware

• Windows

• Stairs

BMC Design

BMC DESIGN® CENTER
Complete your vision with the inspiration, detail, and finishing touches you’ll find at your BMC Design Center. Backed by
an industry-wide reputation for superior products and reliable service, BMC specialists will guide you through your product
selection with trained eyes and building know-how. When off-the-shelf won’t do, BMC Design can build to order in one of
our state-of-the-art millwork facilities.
Visit us and find your inspiration today.
• Comprehensive choice of hardware,
doors, millwork, and windows
• Knowledgeable design specialists to
assist in product selection
• Inspiring architectural displays
• Hundreds of name-brand suppliers,
and custom ordering
BMC Design Center >
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BOLD VISION.
BIG DOOR BENEFITS.
What a big door system brings to you

•
•
•

•
•

Expand your spaces: break the boundaries
between indoor and outdoor living
Improve your views: create a divide that opens or
closes to suit the moment
Bring the light: let natural light into your interior
spaces, and retain the thermal performance of
insulated glass and frames
Control access: open up to your poolside space
or lock doors for security and peace of mind
Enhance your atmosphere: create the feel and
flow of a luxury resort

Photo Source: Marvin Windows and Doors
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Photo Source: Marvin Windows and Doors

Photo Source: La Cantina Doors

Photo Source: Weiland Doors (Andersen)
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Photo Source: Marvin Windows and Doors

Photo Source: Marvin Windows and Doors
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Photo Source: Weiland Doors (Andersen)

BIG DOOR SELECTION GUIDE

Frame and Door
Options

WEILAND BY
ANDERSEN

Aluminum

l

ANDERSEN

MARVIN SCENIC
DOORS

WINDOR
SYSTEMS

LACANTINA

JELD-WEN

l

Vinyl
Grand
Architectural

l

Wood

l

l

l

l

Metal Clad/Wood

l

l

l

l

Hardware Choices

l

l

l

l

Color Choices

l

l

l

l

Aluminum

l

l

Vinyl
Bi-Folding

l

Wood

l

l

l

Metal Clad/Wood

l

l

l

l

l

l

Hardware Choices

l

l

l

l

l

l

Color Choices

l

l

l

l

l

l

Aluminum

l

l

l

Vinyl
MultiSlide/Glide

l
l

l

Wood

l

Metal Clad/Wood

l

l

l

Hardware Choices

l

l

l

Color Choices

l

l

l

Aluminum

l

l

l

l
l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

Vinyl
Pivot

Wood

l

l

l

Metal Clad/Wood

l

l

l

Hardware Choices

l

l

l

Color Choices

l

l

l
BuildWithBMC.com/Windows

Contact your BMC specialist to further explain the options available.

WE ARE PROUD TO REPRESENT THESE FINE DOOR MANUFACTURERS

BUILD EASIER
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EVERY ROOM TELLS A STORY
•
•

•
•

Classic designs with a twist.
Each of the three scenes in this collection
of architectural mouldings and doors are
transitional, melding traditional, and modern.
Every element fits together with ease.
All moulding elements – baseboard,
casing, crown, and more – are designed
dimensionally and proportionately to work
together with little or no need to adjust or
create build-ups during installation.

www.metrie.com
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THE DEFINITION OF LUXURY
•
•

•

High quality, made-to-order, well-designed
interior doors.
Our horizontal grain flush wood doors
are made with hand matched veneers to
optimize the character found across each
species of natural wood.
TruStile flush wood doors feature 1⁄16”
thick hand selected veneers, precision
matched to optimize the beautiful character
found across each species of natural wood.

www.trustile.com

BUILD EASIER
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A CENTURY OF EXCELLENCE
•
•
•

Simpson has been making doors within the
forests of Washington state since 1912.
It’s a team effort requiring creativity,
engineering, innovation, and experience.
Simpson’s comprehensive line of interior
and exterior stile and rail doors includes
hundreds of standard options, from panel
to French, to decorative entry doors with
matching sidelights and transoms.

www.simpsondoor.com
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WARMLY WELCOMING DETAILS
•
•
•
•

Offers over 500 handcarved profiles in
Maple, Cherry, and Lindenwood.
All profiles ship unfinished and can stain
or paint.
Curved work available for handcarved
mouldings in resins.
White River is the ideal resource for
renovation by offering the creation of
detailed historic millwork, mouldings,
doors, mantels and carved elements.

www.whiteriver.com

BUILD EASIER
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BEAUTIFULLY ENGINEERED
•

•

Choosing the right window or patio door for
your home can be a delicate balancing act
between aesthetics, energy efficiency, ease
of maintenance, and budget.
AMSCO® offers a wide range of windows to
fit any new construction budget – and every
one of them is sure to be a better choice
than “builder’s grade.”

www.amscowindows.com
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BETTER DOOR EXPERIENCE
•

•

No one matches our comprehensive
selection of both exterior and interior
door choices, giving you access to the
styles, finishes, and details to tailor a
complementary look that flows seamlessly
from room to room.
Masonite can help you achieve individual
style and harmony throughout your space.

www.masonite.com

BUILD EASIER
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WINDOWS THAT INSPIRE
•

•
•

JELD-WEN® Premium™ aluminum windows
and patio doors are strong, lightweight, and
energy efficient.
Design and glass options that provide sun
protection and style.
JELD-WEN® Custom™ wood windows and
patio doors bring brilliant style and design
home, with our widest range of exterior
colors and interior wood options.

www.jeld-wen.com
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ELEVATE YOUR EVERYDAY
•
•
•

•

Each product is made to order, one at a
time, to meet your exact specifications.
Strives to push design to its limits in
aesthetics, function, and durability.
Our products are preferred for new
construction, remodels, and replacement
projects when compromise isn’t an option.
Designed for unprecedented performance
and exceptional aesthetics.

www.marvin.com
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OUR PERFECT MATCH
•

•

From our most popular 400 Series to the
ultimate design freedom of the Andersen
Architectural Collection, homeowners trust
their homes to Andersen.
Deploying a comprehensive strategic
approach to driving sustainable
improvements across our value chain—from
the forest, to our operations, to the home,
to the communities where we live and work.

www.andersenwindows.com
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EXTENSIVE SELECTION
•

•
•
•

The Mahogany Collection offers an
extensive selection and a great value
in an entry door.
The Knotty Alder Collection offers a bold
lineup that makes a definitive statement.
Featuring V-Grooved panels and engineered
stile and rail construction.
The Contemporary Collection doors feature
clean and modern construction details.

www.hoelscherweatherstrip.com

BUILD
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OUR VALUES
These are the values that BMC was built on—and they continue to inspire every
customer interaction we have and each business decision we make.

CUSTOMER PRIORITY

BE THE BEST

Customers come first. No matter what.

Innovate, evolve quickly, and
continuously improve.

PEOPLE COUNT
Hire the best, win as a team, and
support our communities.

DEDICATED SAFETY
Be safe in everything you do.

INTEGRITY MATTERS
Protect our trusted reputation.
If you say it, do it.

“

A Word from OUR CEO
Our customers across the country count
on their local BMC teams to deliver
better building solutions. Our products
and services—like READY-FRAME® and
BMC e-Business—were designed to help
you be more productive and more
profitable. I believe this unwavering
dedication to customer service and industry innovation
is what sets BMC apart from all the rest.
DAVE FLITMAN, PRESIDENT & CEO

”

CONTACT YOUR BMC SALES REP OR VISIT
BuildWithBMC.com
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